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Electrical engineers at Duke University have devised a new method for solving difficult design problems with many potential solutions in a large design space using machine learning. Dubbed the "neural ...
Machine-learning method to find optimal solutions in extremely large design spaces
According to current knowledge, a black hole is an object (actually a space-time) that nothing can leave. Any substance, even electromagnetic radiation ...
The exciting discovery of scientists was confirmed by Einstein’s announcement. Waves have been detected from behind the black hole
The new radar absorbing polymer composite has excellent magnetic and microwave properties. It can absorb 99.9% of the incoming electromagnetic radiation, which makes it a promising absorption block in ...
Scientists obtain new polymer composite for electromagnetic shielding applications
TT Electronics, a global provider of engineered electronics for performance critical applications, announced it has partnered with Radwave Technologies to help bring an accurate, reliable, and ...
TT Electronics and Radwave Collaborate to Bring to Market a New Electromagnetic Platform for Surgical Navigation
The millimeter wave technology market size is expected to reach 3.25 billion by 2026 from 220.5 million in 2018, growing at a CAGR of 40.4% from 2019 to 2026. Millimeter wave technology is an ...
Millimeter Wave Technology Market size Record an Exponential CAGR size 2026
Children across the world have missed out on months of schooling during the COVID-19 pandemic. In Namibia, the Ministry of, Arts and Culture (MoEAC) ended the second term early and introduced a winter ...
Keeping learners in school: An outbreak investigation of COVID-19 in schools
C-Power autonomous offshore power systems promise to unlock new marine applications through efficient energy delivery and remote, high-bandwidth communications ...
Engineering a sea change in ocean wave energy harvesting
The US remains committed to helping India recover from its devastating second wave of coronavirus and stands ready to support it until the virus is defeated, a top Biden administration official said ...
US remains committed to helping India recover from its second Covid-19 wave
The guideposts for designing chips are disappearing or becoming less relevant. While engineers today have many more options for customizing a design, they have little direction about what works best ...
Designing ICs In An Increasingly ‘Lawless’ Industry
When an unprecedented heat wave "cooked" the cherries growing at his family's farm in Oliver, B.C., Pravin Dhaliwal tried to see past the financial loss to the passion that spurred him to follow in ...
Farmers say heat wave, drought show vulnerable agricultural sector needs support
DefenderShield®, a global leader in EMF (Electromagnetic Field) radiation shielding and education, is excited to announce the launch of Ultra Armor™ Shielding ...
DefenderShield Announces the Launch of Ultra Armor™ Technology, the Most Effective 5G and EMF Radiation Shielding Developed to Date
Calls for the Ontario government to take leadership on vaccine credentials or so-called “vaccine passports” are increasing from both business and health advocates, who say the ...
Pressure mounts on Doug Ford to introduce vaccine passports as fears of a fourth wave rise
Research Innovations, Inc. (RII), a national security technology solutions company, announced it has been awarded a $950,000,000 ceiling indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) contract for the ...
Research Innovations, Inc. Awarded $950M Ceiling IDIQ Contract by the U.S. Air Force to support Advanced Battle Management System (ABMS)
When an unprecedented heat wave “cooked” the cherries growing at his family’s farm in Oliver, Pravin Dhaliwal tried to see past the financial loss to the passion that spurred him to follow in the ...
B.C. farmer says heat wave, drought show vulnerable agricultural sector needs support
As England moved to the final stage of lifting COVID-19 restrictions on Monday in what has been dubbed "Freedom Day", medical experts are reminding the public to exercise caution. In an interview with ...
Interview: UK virologist urges caution as COVID-19 restrictions eased on "Freedom Day"
From Droom becoming an unicorn to Twitter getting an ultimatum on IT rules and Big Tech earnings recap, here's a quick look at the top tech news today.
Droom is a unicorn
Abstract: Global Acoustic Wave Sensors Market to Reach US$1. 2 Billion by the Year 2027. Amid the COVID-19 crisis, the global market for Acoustic Wave Sensors estimated at US$622.New York, July 29, ...
Global Acoustic Wave Sensors Market to Reach US$1.2 Billion by the Year 2027
"I would note that there are ongoing political negotiations and discussions that we certainly support between Afghan leaders, members of the Afghan government, and the Taliban," White House Press ...
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